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Above: Darkest grey area in map illustrates the region within Switzerland where
three cantons united by solemn oath in a defense compact to form the Swiss
Confederation. Switzerland is the world’s oldest continuous democracy dating back
to 1291. (Wikipedia Commons)

Left: The three founders of the Confederation
join together in a defense agreement sworn to
by solemn oath at Rütli. (courtesy Swiss
National Library)
Above: Rütli Meadow on Lake Luzern where
Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden (later Obwalden
and Nidwalden) signed their alliance and
became the Swiss Confederation, 1291.
(courtesy Swiss National Tourist Office)
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The Swiss Confederation
Switzerland is a landlocked country geographically divided between
the Alps, the Central Plateau and the Jura, spanning an area of
41,285 sq km (15,940 sq mi). While the Alps occupy the greater part
of the territory, the Swiss population of approximately 7.9 million
people is concentrated mostly on the Plateau, where the largest
cities are to be found. Among them are the two global cities and
economic centers of Zürich and Genéve. Switzerland comprises
three main linguistic and cultural regions: German, French, and
Italian, to which the Romansch-speaking valleys are added.
The Swiss, therefore, though predominantly German-speaking, do
not form a nation in the sense of a common ethnic or linguistic
identity. The strong sense of belonging to the country is founded on
the common historical background, shared values (federalism, direct
democracy, neutrality) and Alpine symbolism. The establishment of
the Swiss Confederation is traditionally dated to August 1, 1291. The
Swiss National Day is celebrated on this anniversary.
The Old Swiss Confederacy was an alliance among the valley
communities of the central Alps. The Confederacy facilitated
management of common interests (free trade) and ensured peace on
the important mountain trade routes. The Federal Charter of 1291
agreed between the rural communes of Uri, Schwyz, and
Unterwalden is considered the confederacy's founding document,
even though similar alliances are likely to have existed decades
earlier (1).
The Swiss Confederation was created to formalize this defense pact,
on the heels of the death of Hapsburg Holy Roman Emperor King
Rudolf. A Latin document carrying the seals of Schwyz, Uri, and
Nidwalden was discovered in Basel in 1759. This Bundesbrief
(written record of agreement) of August 1, 1291 is a masterly
presentation of political goals. These three first cantonal allies were a
community of places and people bound together by a solemn oath,
an Eidgenossenschaft. This defense alliance was declared in
perpetuity against any enemies from beyond the valleys and
mountainous slopes of the region, in particular the Hapsburg
monarchs (2). Other historians date earlier versions of the alliance
back to 1231, or even back to 1141 (3).
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The self-ruling Swiss confederates swore allegiance to whichever
Holy Roman Emperor would leave them alone. When the Hapsburg
Austrians tried to take the Swiss back under their control, they were
defeated three times, at Morgarten (1315), Sempach (1386), and
Näfels (1388). The Swiss reaffirmed their pledge of collective
security and democratic rule after Morgarten with the Pact of
Brunnen; and over the next few decades the cantons of Luzern,
Zürich, Glarus, Zug, and Bern were added to the union, known as
the Confederation of the Leagues of Upper Germany. Soon, the
name of one of the founding cantons, Schwyz, was used instead to
name this Confederation, leading to the present name of Switzerland
(Schweiz, Suisse, Svizzera, Svizzra in German, French, Italian, and
Romansch respectively) (4).
Switzerland’s greatest work of art is a system of self-government in
which a complex mix of racial, linguistic, and religious groups rule
themselves in peace, maintaining a stable economy with the world’s
most stable currency. The Swiss, in their peasant wisdom, have
understood that in a country as small as their’s the individual must
forego a desire for complete personal freedom in the interests of the
commune or canton. Individual liberties are safe only when every
other man’s liberty is protected. These egalitarian understandings
influenced the writings of Burlamaqui (5) and Rousseau regarding the
rights of man and in turn influenced Thomas Jefferson’s writing of the
Declaration of Independence in 1776. Additionally, Swiss Puritanism
instructs that nothing is given to a man; that the blessings of life are
the rewards of virtue and hard work, whether one is a Zürich banker
or an Alpine herdsman.

Left: Jean-Jacques Rousseau (F. Carlson) Right: Swiss Consul General in New York
Ambassador François Barras, Honorary Consul of Switzerland in Pittsburgh
Dominique Schinabeck, Consul-Head of the Cultural Department Catherine Scharf,
NRIEP Director E. Maxine Bruhns, University of Pittsburgh Chancellor Mark
Nordenberg, September, 2011 visit to the University. (Joe Kapelewski/CIDDE)
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The Reformation and the Swiss
Where do these ethics come from? The Swiss, already affected by
their centuries of remoteness from European conflicts and
self-determination under no more earthly kings, were stamped by the
Reformation in very specific ways. The 1520s featured the adoption
of Protestantism in Zürich through Ulrich Zwingli’s writings, Bern
adopted the Reform church in 1528, and Genéve proclaimed their
new faith in 1536 under John Calvin. Calvin’s church in Genéve
became the state and despite the violent excesses of the time some
deep philosophical understandings from these years eventually bore
fruit.
Many historians believe that Calvinism made the modern era
possible. The congregation, and not a priestly hierarchy, was the true
governing body, reinforcing Swiss self-determination. Calvinism
embodied freedom of action through self-restraint. The cardinal
virtue of hard work, applied to newly saved stores of capital,
produced in due time the industrial world. Calvin proclaimed that
money is one of God’s gifts to man, and therefore man must save
money for God, and man must account for every franc (6). Zwingli’s
work holds up Reformation principles of practicality, which seemed to
him suitable and useful for the moral standards of his people (7).

Neutrality and the Napoleonic Period
The concept of Swiss neutrality dates back to 1481 and the Diet at
Stans. A hermit monk, Niklaus von Flüe, appealed to the
confederates that were skeptical of adding two ‘town cantons’
(Fribourg/Freiburg and Solothurn) to their body by asking them to
settle their difference by compromise rather than war. As part of
admission to the League, the two new cantons would abandon their
old separate alliances and remain ‘neutral’ to any conflict that would
divide the existing body of cantons. On these terms Basel,
Schaffhausen, and Appenzell were also admitted. This great
mediator, credited with authoring Switzerland’s famous neutrality,
was later canonized as the Swiss patron saint (8). The Swiss
succeeded in remaining neutral through the Thirty Years Wars, and
they were granted total political freedom officially from the Holy
Roman Empire in 1648, a signature act once again recognizing
Swiss neutrality and independence (9).
Above top: Zwingli (courtesy Swiss National Library)
Bottom: Calvin (F. Grehan)
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The Napoleonic Wars hurt Switzerland as the French plundered the
country, but as French forces retreated, Napoleon declared in an
1802 Act of Mediation that the regions of Aargau,Graubünden, Sankt
Gallen, Thurgau, Ticino, and Vaud be added to the Swiss
Confederation. In 1815 the Congress of Vienna recognized the
perpetual neutrality, independence, and inviolability of Switzerland,
and the cantonal allies of Valais/Wallis, Neuchâtel, and Genéve
were officially added to complete the Swiss outline (10).
Genéve, home of the Red Cross, was later chosen as the seat of the
League of Nations after World War I. Many other non-governmentorganizations (NGOs) and UN relief agencies are headquartered in
Switzerland, underscoring the value of Swiss neutrality for peoples
in crisis (11).

Swiss Room (Alex Patho Photography, Pittsburgh, PA)
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The Swiss Nationality Room Theme: Education for All
The Swiss Room theme of universal education for all young people
was exemplified by Johann Pestalozzi, who created an entire
educational system for young people from all backgrounds. He was
influenced by the writings of Jean-Jacques Rousseau on the rights
of all man above the claims of the state or sovereign kings. The
room is modeled on a time when these influential thinkers were
active.
These two men, Pestalozzi and Rousseau, coming from two differing
cultural regions of Switzerland, both serve as examples of promoting
universal harmony among all people within the Swiss nation.

Swiss Universities
Education in Switzerland is very diverse because the constitution of
Switzerland delegates the authority for the school system to the
cantons. There are ten public Cantonal Universities, two public
Federal Universities, several Universities of Applied Sciences, and
several federal Research Institutes.
There are both public and private schools, including many private
international schools. The first university in Switzerland was founded
in 1460 in Basel and has a tradition of chemical and medical
research in Switzerland. The largest university in Switzerland is the
University of Zürich. The two institutes sponsored by the federal
government are the Eidgenössiche Technische Hochschule Zürich
(ETH - founded 1855) and the École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL - founded 1869) both of which have an excellent
international reputation (12).

Above left: Pestalozzi (F. Carlson) Right: University of Basel
(courtesy Study Abroad program, University of Basel)
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Description of Room Elements
Style and Architecture: The Swiss Room is modeled on the Zürich
Room (Fraumünster Abbey) exhibited at the Landesmuseum in
Zürich, Switzerland. The general term for the architecture is the Late
Medieval Style-circa 1500. It is typical of Swiss communal rooms
used for meetings and classes; it is not a nobleman’s or royal room.
The wooden features reflect the Swiss love of wood and
woodworking. Though the sources for the wood in the Swiss Room
are domestic, the wooden features are carved out of the traditional
Swiss woods of white oak and pine.
The Display Cases: Down the right wall, four display cases
represent the four official languages of Switzerland: German,
French, Italian, and Romansch. The stories of all the cantonal
symbols seen on the chair backs are found in the case along with
rotating exhibitions on Swiss life and achievements.
The Kachelofen: A Kachelofen (literally a ‘tile oven’) is seen in the
front right corner of the room. These traditional ovens are used for
warming the house and this one is modeled on a H.H. Graaf family
oven on display in Schloss Wülflingen, Winterthur, Switzerland. The
painted motifs and style are uniquely Swiss. The Graaf family crest
can be seen on this oven, and a descendant of this family (Ed Graf
of Pittsburgh) conceived of this re-creation, in collaboration with
Heinz Kunz and Evelyn Ruffing. Craftsmen Anders Anderson (Red
Clay Tile), Don Marchese (Custom Wood and Laminate), and Gina
Chalfant (White Swan Illuminations) adapted and created this
addition to the Swiss Room. The colors, animals, and figures on the
tiles are also Swiss.
The Ceiling: The carved ceiling beams, the carved and painted
frieze and the rosettes on the ceiling beams reflect Swiss fascination
with agricultural and nature imagery that date back to pagan days.
The pine stained panels are based on the Late Medieval common
room style. High tech LED lights are hidden in the rosettes, a classic
combination of Swiss love of traditional forms combined with modern
technology.

Above: Kachelofen (A. Anderson)
Right: Rich Sink’s carved beam ends
in process (R. Sink)
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The Furniture: The wooden trestle tables and country style chairs
are termed ‘Stabellen’ style. These pieces remind us of Amish
furniture but the design was originally created in Swiss country
households during the late medieval period. The four trestle tables
represent the four ethnic regions of Switzerland (German, French,
Italian, and Romansch languages). This is a classic Swiss rustic
design stained to match the Landesmuseum color. The 26 chairs
represent the 26 cantons that form the Swiss Confederation. In their
republican system native Swiss primarily direct their main allegiance
toward their home canton, with separate stories and histories dating
back to Roman times. The chairs are arranged in order of the
cantons joining the Swiss Confederation, from 1291 (Uri, Schwyz,
Unterwalden-Nidwalden and Obwalden) to 1979 (Jura). The lectern
displays the Swiss Cross and is modeled on the 17th century
schoolmaster’s desk. The benchwork seen in the bay window area is
a traditional Swiss feature.
The Windows: The Swiss leaded windows are typical of common
rooms from this period, and the stained glass shields highlight the
first cantons to form a defense pact against the Austrian Hapsburgs
on August 1, 1291. The three cantons are Schwyz, Uri, and
Unterwalden (later divided into two: Obwalden and Nidwalden).

Chairs and Uri window
(Alex Patho Photography,
Pittsburgh, PA)
Valais/Wallis chair backcarved, then carved and
painted (R. Sink)
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The Walls, Map and Portraits: Traditional pine paneling is used
with vertical wooden trim moldings based on the Late Medieval style.
The antique map across the room was donated by Dr. Heinz W.
Kunz. The map shows Switzerland known by its ancient Latin name
of ‘Helvetia.’ The portraits of Rousseau and Pestalozzi on the back
wall are done in the sketch study style of the great portrait artist
Hans Holbein the Younger (1497-1543) who hailed from Basel. The
art was drawn in graphite by Fred Carlson.
Stone Work over the Doorway and the Door and Door Window:
In the stone work over the door, the modern Swiss Cross is depicted
on the square flag background. The Swiss have the only square flag
on earth save for Vatican City’s flag. The Swiss considered their fight
for preserving their freedom and independence a holy cause and
compared it to the Crusades. The Swiss Cross in modern times
stands for neutrality, democracy, peace, and refuge. It also
symbolizes strict accountability of her governing councils, democracy
based on the ideas of liberty, justice, dignity, and equality for all. The
Swiss Cross is echoed in its use in the window of the door, and the
door metalwork is adapted from the Landesmuseum.

Left: Ceiling beamwork and
rosettes in place
Other shots: Anders Anderson
working on the Kachelofen,
including drawing, clay relief,
and final tile (all J. Smith except
drawing/tile by A. Anderson)
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History of the Swiss Nationality Room Committee
Since the latter 1800s, there were numerous Swiss singing societies
and Swiss social clubs in the Pittsburgh region. In 1966, these
scattered groups officially unified into the Swiss-American Society of
Pittsburgh (S-ASP). From the first days of the S-ASP there have
been discussions with the University of Pittsburgh about building a
Swiss Nationality Room. Honorary Consuls for Switzerland in
Pittsburgh during this time included René Nigg, Klaus Hoffman,
George Sutter, Charles Claudon, Heinz W. Kunz (1990-2009), and
currently, Dominique Schinabeck.
In early 1998, Dr. Heinz W. Kunz and S-ASP President at the time
Frederick H. Carlson met and decided to put all efforts of the S-ASP
and ‘friends of Switzerland’ in the Pittsburgh region and beyond
toward fundraising, designing, and building the Swiss Nationality
Room. The first Swiss Nationality Room Committee (SNRC) was
formed in February 1998: Dr. Heinz W. Kunz (Chairman), Fred
Carlson (Vice-Chairman), Catherine Hebert, Nancy Flury Carlson,
Walter Schaller (Treasurer), Evelyn Ruffing, Patricia Heer, and Edith
Keimer Bottonari. The President of the S-ASP would always be a de
facto member of the Swiss Nationality Room Committee. The
committee met with Maxine Bruhns, Director of the Nationality
Rooms and Intercultural Exchange Programs (NRIEP) on March 18,
1998 to declare their official intent to fundraise for and construct a
Swiss Nationality Room at the University of Pittsburgh. The first
major fundraiser was held in May 1998 at the Teutonia Männerchor
Club, Pittsburgh, PA. Over $11,000 was raised at this event. The
deed bequest of $5,000 was presented to the University of
Pittsburgh to reserve room 321 at the Cathedral of Learning for the
Swiss Nationality Room at the University of Pittsburgh in December,
1998.

Above top: Dr. Heinz W. Kunz Bottom: Fred Carlson (both N.Carlson)
Group meeting January, 2006 (l-r): F. Gloor, W. Schaller, E. Ruffing, M. Mülly,A. Frick,
C. Buenzli, J. Smith, E. Bottonari, H. Kunz, C. Hebert, F. Carlson (E. Ruffing)
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The Swiss Nationality Room
Cathedral of Learning 321
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Fran Hoffman Reichl, Margrit Wyler, Edith Keimer Bottonari, Alex
Bally, Heinz Kunz, Catherine Hebert, and Hannah Widrig all
circulated room theme ideas in a series of meetings and
conversations. In 1999 and 2000, Heinz Kunz solicited Swiss
architects on visits to Switzerland without a commitment from any of
his three contacts.
Seeking to spread the word among the far-flung Swiss abroad, the
committee in 2001, 2004, 2007, and 2009 had repeat exposure
promoting the project to Swiss world-wide in Swiss Review
magazine, a publication for Swiss citizens living abroad. Some 12%
of our grass roots donations have come from Swiss in Europe and
around the world. The importance of the Nationality Rooms was
repeatedly featured in our outreach to our expanding donor base.
Charles Buenzli joined the committee in 2001. In early 2002 a
postcard of a communal room in Zürich was shown to Fred Carlson
by Rudolf Keller. This was very similar to the rooms under discussion
by the SNRC. Evelyn Ruffing accumulated resource material on the
kind of room features that could be included in this room. Based on
these reference materials, Fred Carlson created some concept
illustrations of the Swiss Room, a Kachelofen, leaded windows, and
beamed ceilings. The theme of Education was selected and the
basic style of the Zürich room became our fundraising visual.

Top: Some Swiss at their first appearance at the
Nationality Rooms Holiday Open House,
December 2003. l-r: Coni Ostertag, Nancy Flury
Carlson, NRIEP Director E. Maxine Bruhns, Fred
Carlson (E. Ruffing)
Left: First concept art ilustration of the room used
for 4 years for fundraising purposes (F. Carlson)
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In December 2005, Swiss architect Justin Rüssli visited the
Nationality Rooms at Heinz Kunz’ invitation. Justin had just
redesigned the Swiss Ambassador’s residence in Washington DC
and, after meeting with the committee, agreed to be artistic designer
of the Swiss Room. Also in February 2006, Heinz Kunz asked Philip
Bottonari to become a member of the SNRC with a special focus on
accelerating fundraising efforts. A professional fundraiser at Carnegie
Mellon University, Philip Bottonari instituted innovative annual and
major giving programs for the SNRC. Under his fundraising
leadership, the SNRC’s annual dollar totals increased dramatically.
Swiss Ambassador Raymond Loretan enacted the Swiss Roots
program and Pittsburgh Steeler Super Bowl winning Quarterback
Ben Roethlisberger was selected to represent Swiss-American
athletics. Ben Roethlisberger joined the committee as an honorary
member in October 2007. He donated signed items for auction.
Later in the spring of 2006, the SNRC interviewed architect Stephen
Altherr of Pittsburgh at room 321 about being Architect-of-record. By
February, 2007, Justin Rüssli again visited Pittsburgh and delivered
artistic plan revisions requested by the University. Justin Rüssli also
interviewed Stephen, and he was chosen to be Architect-of-record.

Justin Rüssli
(E. Ruffing)

Dr. Heinz W. Kunz
(S. Altherr)

Stephen Altherr
(S. Altherr/
EDGE-Studio)
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At the August 1, 2007 Swiss National Day picnic, the sponsorship of
the 26 cantonal chairs began in a fundraiser designed by Philip
Bottonari. Within one year all 26 chairs were sponsored by individual
donors, including Ambassador Christoph Bubb and Mario Brossi of
the Swiss-American Chamber of Commerce. This effort raised
$26,000.
In May 2008, Swiss Ambassador Christoph Bubb visited the
Nationality Rooms and helped the team by officially endorsing the
project on his consular letterhead. In the fall of 2008, Philip Bottonari
researched U.S.-based woodworkers capable of crafting furniture
elements for the Swiss Nationality Room. He identified and
contacted Richard Sink of Mountaineer Wood Industries in French
Creek, West Virginia. The committee recognized that Richard Sink
had the expertise to create almost all of the exposed wood elements
in the room. Though first impressed with Richard Sink’s Swiss
furniture being exhibited world-wide, including at the Embassy of
Switzerland in Washington, DC, his craftsmanship and deliberative
vision and precision made him a natural to unify the entire wood arts
aesthetic of the Swiss Room. Richard Sink also introduced the
stained glass window artist David Houser, who showed samples of
his work. Encouraged by all the capabilities of these artisans and
their relative proximity to Pittsburgh, the team proposed to get official
endorsement of their work from artistic director Justin Rüssli. In May
2009, Evelyn Ruffing visited Justin in Luzern, and showed Richard
Sink’s portfolio to him. Justin endorsed Richard’s work to fulfill his
artistic vision for the room.

Top left: near French Creek, June 2011, picnic at West
Virginia Animal Preserve south of Buckhannon. l-r: Philip
Bottonari, E. M. Bruhns, Edith Bottonari, Dominique and
Annabella Schinabeck (E. Ruffing) Other shots: Richard
Sink works on the Valais/Wallis chair back, and his mother
Patricia L. Sink paints, at her studio in Salem, SC (R. Sink)
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In early 2009, meetings with University of Pittsburgh Facilities
Management Project Director Adrienne Spallone began, with
Stephen Altherr as Architect-of-record. The construction drawing
process began. From the fall of 2009 to the summer of 2010 the
construction drawings were completed by Stephen Altherr and
EDGE-Studio and estimates were finessed with the University.
During this time Richard Sink was in constant communication as
advisor on woodwork and construction nuances with Stephen Altherr.
Francis Hoffman Reichl attended a fall 2009 SNRC meeting and as a
follow-up sent Philip language she had drafted for potential use in
future SNRC fundraising materials. Her text included a reference to
the Pittsburgh-based Isaly family’s Swiss heritage. The Isalys,
famous later for their chain of family-owned dairies and restaurants,
chipped ham, and the Klondike ice cream bar, were a Swiss family
that immigrated to the United States in the nineteenth century.
Intrigued by this Swiss-Pittsburgh connection, Philip Bottonari
researched the Isaly family and teamed up with Dominique
Schinabeck to connect with Samuel Isaly in New York City. On July
30, 2010, at a luncheon hosted by Ambassador Christoph Bubb in
his NYC residence, Dominique and Philip presented the Swiss
National Room project requesting funding to Samuel Isaly. Intrigued,
Sam considered the proposal into the fall and eventually agreed to a
$25,000 matching-gift challenge as presented by Dominique E.
Schinabeck and designed by Philip Bottonari. Fred Carlson, Walter
Schaller and Philip Bottonari produced and mailed out the matching
gift challenge campaign. As a result of their efforts, and Samuel
Isaly’s great generosity, Sam would become the largest single donor
to the Swiss Nationality Room.

Above: The construction drawings emerge from Stephen Altherr/EDGE-Studio
(S. Altherr, EDGE-Studio) middle: Samuel Isaly in NYC (S. Isaly) right: carved
and painted frieze sections in progress at Patricia Sink’s studio (R. Sink)
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In 2010 Marianne Wion, a member of the Swiss-American Society,
auctioned her intricate Easter eggs at a March Swiss Night event
and raised $1,000 for the Romansch table. The Stretch Drive had
begun. In the fall of 2010, Richard Sink began making the furniture
from white oak sources of great quality. The chairs, tables, and
lectern were created using Richard Sink’s carving expertise and his
mother Patricia Sink’s painting skills.
At the December 4, 2010 Swiss-American Society of Pittsburgh
Christmas luncheon, donor Jane Lubic presented the SNRC with an
estate bequest of $30,000 from her sister Florence Jacob. That
same day, Ed Graf agreed to underwrite the Kachelofen based on
his Graaf family 1600s design, bringing attempts to obtain an existing
Kachelofen from Switzerland to an end. At year-end 2010, Samuel
Isaly’s match challenge is met with the S-ASP collecting more than
$37,000 in donations. Sam contributed an extra $5,000 making his
initial gift an even $30,000. $100,000 was raised in the last quarter of
2010. More than 400 individual donors and 20 corporate donors,
including 12% from Switzerland, had all helped in the effort over the
preceding 12 years.
In April 2011, Samuel Isaly responded once more to a proposal from
Dominique Schinabeck and Philip Bottonari with another $5,000 gift.
ABB Ltd. Zürich, Switzerland , through the efforts of Dominique
Schinabeck and Ambassador François Barras donated $7,000. This
enabled the committee to keep the construction schedule in 2011,
and P.J. Dick was granted the general contracting bid.

Top l-r: Florence & Harry Jacob (J. Lubic),
Jane Lubic (center) presents her sister
Florence’s gift bequest to E.M. Bruhns and
S-ASP President Paul Lienhardt (E.Ruffing),
Gina Chalfant paints Kachelofen tiles
(G. Chalfant)
Left: Ed & Mary Ann Graf and family (E. Graf)
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Dr. Heinz Kunz and Evelyn Ruffing, along with donor Ed Graf, began
meetings with Red Clay Tile’s Anders Anderson about design and
production of the Kachelofen in late February 2011. During June and
July 2011, demolition began in room 321. On July 31, 2011, at the
August 1 Swiss National Day picnic, the Kachelofen vendors and
donor Ed Graf met the larger Swiss community, explained their work
together on the project, and displayed the design.
P. J. Dick, including project manager Shaun Mason and site foreman
Don Show, completed the mechanical, electrical, and room
sub-structures. Richard Sink began bringing in completed room
elements in October and the oak flooring was laid down. The tables
were brought up in December and the basic room was completed by
the start of class, January, 2012. Over Spring Break 2012, the
window wall, bay area ceiling, and benchwork was completed and
the chairs were placed. The frieze and lectern were installed in April.
Heinz Kunz, with organizational assistance from Nancy Flury
Carlson, Jhon Smith and Walter Schaller, led the work on creating
the Dedication Ceremony program and Banquet. Invitations and PR
were prepared by Philip Bottonari. The ceremonial room key was
designed based on the Obwalden key and was produced by Evelyn
Ruffing and local metal artisans in Loyalhanna, Pennsylvania. A
year-end 2011 fundraising update letter from the SNRC to the donor
base yielded an additional amount to help with frieze funding.
Rick Perdian, a Pitt graduate working in Zürich, hosted an American
Club of Zürich annual meeting 2 February 2012 and invited architect
Justin Rüssli to speak to their group. The event generated some final
assistance to the project finances.
On January 4, 2012, the first class was taught in the room by
University of Pittsburgh English Literature faculty Arthur Erbe, of
Swiss heritage. The long journey to complete the vision of a Swiss
Nationality Room at the University of Pittsburgh had finally come to
an end: a journey as complicated yet as natural as following the
hairpin turns of the Saint Gotthard pass over the Alps.
Left:
Jhon Smith
(E. Ruffing)
Right:
Don Show,
site foreman,
P.J. Dick
(J. Smith)
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Swiss Nationality Room Committee
Dr. Heinz W. Kunz* Chairman of the SNRC, Honorary Consul of
Switzerland in Pittsburgh (1990-2009), Professor Emeritus
School of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh
Frederick H. Carlson* Vice Chairman and Secretary
Nancy Flury Carlson*
Dominique Schinabeck Honorary Consul of Switzerland in
Pittsburgh (2010-present) & CEO Acutronic USA
Walter Schaller* Treasurer
Evelyn Ruffing*
Edith Bottonari*
Philip Bottonari (2006-present)
Jhon Smith (2007-present)
Catherine Hebert*(1998-2008), Patricia Heer* (1998-2006), and
Charles Buenzli (2001-2007)
Paul Lienhardt, Annamarie Frick, Conrad Ostertag, Frank Gloor,
Michael Mülly; Presidents Swiss-American Society of
Pittsburgh-de facto SNRC members over this time period
1998-2012
E. Maxine Bruhns, Director, Nationality Rooms & Intercultural
Exchange Program (NRIEP), de facto SNRC member (1998present)
Honorary Members: Swiss Ambassador François Barras New York;
Swiss Ambassador Christoph Bubb New York;
Swiss Ambassador Raymond Loretan New York;
and Pittsburgh Steeler Quarterback Ben Roethlisberger
*=original members
2012 Board of the Swiss-American Society of Pittsburgh
President Paul Lienhardt, VP Annamarie Frick, Secretary Jhon
Smith, Treasurer Walter Schaller, Membership Secretary Lyndall
Huggler, Board Members: Coni Ostertag, Christina Sims, Ellen
Carlson, Andy Schwarz
Left: Philip & Edith
Bottonari proudly
display the
Graubünden
chair back at Rich
Sink’s workshop,
June 2011 (N. Kunz)
Right: Tile glazing
work in progress
at White Swan
Illuminations
(G. Chalfant)
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Special Recognitions
Design Architect
Justin Rüssli
Rüssli Architekten AG, Sedelstrasse 2
Luzern CH 6004 Switzerland
Architect-of-record
Stephen Altherr/EDGE-Studio
5411 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 15206
Consulting Engineers Allen & Sharif
University of Pittsburgh Facilities Management
Adrienne Spallone Project Director
Park W. Rankin Rich Vogel John Walluk
General Contractor PJ Dick
Justin Hough, Shaun Mason, Don Show
Woodworking and Furniture
Richard Sink Mountaineer Wood Industries
French Creek, West Virginia
Chair & Frieze painting by Patricia Sink Salem, South Carolina
Windows
David Houser Moatsville, West Virginia
Kachelofen
Ed Graf (sponsor), Anders Anderson (tiles),
Donald Marchese (woodwork), Gina Chalfant (glazing)
Research at the Landesmuseum Caroline Bottonari-Rosenthal
The printing of this Dedication book was supported by Jane M. Lubic.

Meeting at University of Pittsburgh Facilities Management offices to sign off on
completed construction drawings for bid, March 2011. (S. Altherr)
l-r: S. Altherr, E.M. Bruhns, P. Bottonari, FM Project Director Adrienne Spallone,
H. Kunz, F. Carlson
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Above left: P.J. Dick carpentry crew finishes the
bay window ceiing area, March 2012 (J. Smith)
Above right: Anders Anderson moves the Kachelofen
into position, March 2012 (J. Smith)

Left: Heinz Kunz, Fred
Carlson, Richard Sink, and
E. Maxine Bruhns discuss
the upcoming room
construction schedule at
Richard’s shop, June, 2011
(E. Ruffing)
Above: En route to the
SNRC’s first visit to Rich
Sink’s wood shop we pay a
trip to Maxine and Rich’s
alma mater, West Virginia
Wesleyan, where Richard’s
father Samuel was on the
Board of Trustees.
April, 2009, Buckhannon,
WV (E. Ruffing)

Left: Richard Sink hand
planes the giant white
oak trestle table tops,
Mountaineer Wood
Industries, French Creek,
WV, fall 2010. (S. Sink)
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